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Abstract—Horizontally partitioned caches (HPCs) are a power-efficient
architectural feature in which the processor maintains two or more data
caches at the same level of hierarchy. HPCs help reduce cache pollution and
thereby improve performance. Consequently, most previous research has
focused on exploiting HPCs to improve performance and achieve energy
reduction only as a byproduct of performance improvement. However,
with energy consumption becoming the first class design constraint, there
is an increasing need for compilation techniques aimed at energy reduction
itself. This paper proposes and explores several low-complexity algorithms
aimed at reducing the energy consumption. Acknowledging that the compiler has a significant impact on the energy consumption of the HPCs,
Compiler-in-the-Loop Design Space Exploration methodologies are also
presented to carefully choose the HPC parameters that result in minimum
energy consumption for the application.
Index Terms—Compiler, design space exploration (DSE), energy reduction, horizontally partitioned cache (HPC), minicache, split cache.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Horizontally partitioned caches (HPCs) were originally proposed in
1995 by Gonzalez et al. [1] to improve the effectiveness of caches.
An HPC architecture maintains multiple caches at the same level of
hierarchy (usually a large main cache and a small minicache); however,
each memory address is mapped to exactly one cache. HPCs are a very
power-efficient microarchitectural feature and have been deployed in
several current processors such as the Intel StrongARM [2] and the
Intel XScale [3]. However, compiler techniques to exploit it are still in
their nascent stages.
The original idea behind such cache organization is the observation
that array accesses in loops often have a low-temporal locality. Each
value of an array is used for a while and then not used for a long
time. Such array accesses sweep the cache and evict the existing data
(like frequently accessed stack data) out of the cache. The problem
is worse for high-associativity caches that typically employ First-In
First-Out page replacement policy. Mapping such array accesses to the
small minicache reduces the pollution in the main cache and prevents
thrashing, thus leads to performance improvements. Thus, an HPC is
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a simple, yet powerful architectural feature to improve performance.
Consequently, most existing approaches for partitioning data between
the HPCs aim at improving performance.
In addition to performance improvement, HPCs also result in a
reduction in the energy consumption due to two effects. First is a
direct consequence of performance improvement. Since partitioning
the array and stack variable into different caches reduces the interference between them, resulting in performance improvement due to
lesser number of cache misses, which is directly translated into energy
improvement. The second and the more important reason is that typically the minicache is smaller in size than the main cache; therefore,
the energy consumption per access of the minicache is smaller than the
energy consumption per access of the main cache. Therefore, diverting
some memory accesses to the minicache leads to a decrease in the
total energy consumption. Note that the first effect is in-line with
the performance goal and was therefore targeted by traditional performance improvement optimizations. However, the second effect is
orthogonal to performance improvement. Therefore, energy reduction
by the second effect was not considered by traditional performance
oriented techniques. In fact, as we show in this paper, the second
effect (of a smaller minicache) can lead to energy improvements even
in the presence of slight performance degradation. Note that this is
where the goals of performance improvement and energy improvement
diverge.
The energy reduction obtained using HPCs is very sensitive on the
HPC design parameters. Therefore, it is very important to explore
the HPC design parameters and carefully tune these parameters to
suite the application. Furthermore, as we demonstrate in this paper,
compiler has a very significant impact on the power reduction achieved
by the HPC architectures. Therefore, it is very important to include
the “compiler effects” during the exploration and evaluating of HPC
design parameters. However, traditional exploration techniques are
Simulation-Only (SO) Design Space Exploration (DSE) techniques in
which the compiler is used to compile the application once, and the
executable generated is simulated on several architectural variations
to find out the best one. SO DSE techniques are unable to include
“compiler effects” in the exploration and evaluation of various HPC
configurations. In this paper, we propose a Compiler-in-the-Loop
(CIL) DSE methodology to systematically incorporate the compiler
effect and, therefore, effectively explore and accurately evaluate HPC
design parameters for energy reduction.
II. C OMPILER FOR HPC
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A. Experimental Framework
The problem of energy optimization for HPCs can be translated
into a data partitioning problem. The data memory that the program
accesses is divided into pages, and each page can be independently
and exclusively mapped to exactly one of the caches. The compiler’s
job is then to find the mapping of the data memory pages to the caches
that leads to minimum energy consumption.
As shown in Fig. 1, we first compile the application and generate
the executable. The Page Access Information Extractor calculates the
number of times each page is accessed during the execution of the
program. The Data Partitioning Heuristic finds the best mapping of
the pages to the caches that minimizes the energy consumption of
the target embedded platform. The Data Partitioning Heuristic can be
tuned to obtain the best performing, or minimal energy data partition
by changing the cost function Performance/Energy Estimator. The
Page Access Information Extractor is implemented with the modified
sim-safe simulator from SimpleScalar toolset [4].
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Fig. 1. Experimental Framework.

We use the memory latency as the performance metric and obtain
the latency numbers using sim-cache simulator [4], modified to model
HPCs. We use the memory subsystem energy consumption obtained
by eCACTI [5] as the energy metric. The detailed parameters for the
performance and the energy model can be found in [6].
We perform our experiments on applications from the MiBench
suite [7] and an implementation of the H.263 encoder [8]. In the
H.263 encoder, we encoded just one frame due to the simulation
time, with the Quarter Common Intermediate Format resolution and
30 ft/s. To compile our benchmarks, we used Gnu Compiler Collection
with all optimizations turned on.

Fig. 2. Heuristics: OP2A, OPA, and OA.

B. Scope of Energy Reduction
To study the maximum scope of energy reduction achievable by
page partitioning, we performed an exhaustive exploration of all
possible page mappings and estimate their energy consumption. The
five black bars in Fig. 3 (labeled as OP T ) show that as compared to
the case when all pages are mapped to the main cache, the scope of
energy reduction is 55% on these set of benchmarks. Encouraged by
the effectiveness of the page mapping, we develop several heuristics to
partition the pages and see if it is possible to achieve high degrees of
energy reduction using much faster techniques.
C. Page Partitioning Heuristics
We developed and examined three heuristics described in Fig. 2.
Each heuristic takes a list containing pages sorted in the decreasing order of accesses and greedily maps pages to the main cache
(M ) and the minicache (m). The heuristic OP2A and OPA uses
evaluateP artitionCost(M, m) which performs simulation to estimate the performance or the energy consumption for a given partition. OA heuristic defines k = ((minicache_size)/(page_size)) as
a cost metric, then the first k pages with the maximum number of
accesses are mapped to the minicache, and the rest of the pages are
mapped to the main cache. The time complexity of heuristic OP2A is

Fig. 3. Energy Reduction achieved by Exhaustive algorithm, OP2A, OPA,
and OA.

O(P 2 A) due to the one level of backtracking, and the complexities of
OPA and OA are O(P A) and O(A), respectively.
Fig. 3 shows the energy reduction achieved by the minimum energy
page partition found by our heuristics, as compared to the energy
consumption when all the pages are mapped to the main cache. The
main observation from Fig. 3 is that the minimum energy achieved
by the exhaustive and the OP2A is almost the same. On average, the
heuristics can achieve 52%, 50%, and 35% reductions in memory subsystem energy consumption, respectively. It should be noted that the
heuristics OP2A and OPA can cover almost the maximum scope of the
energy savings (55%) described in Section II-B, which demonstrates
the quality of our page partitioning heuristics.
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Fig. 4. Decrease in energy consumption, when we choose the best energy
partition instead of the best performance partition.
TABLE I
POWER CONSUMPTION OF THE SYSTEM COMPONENT
Fig. 5. Energy consumption normalized to the Intel XScale configuration.

III. CIL HPC D ESIGN
A. Experimental Framework

D. Discussion
1) Optimizing for Energy Is Different From Optimizing for
Performance: This experiment investigates the difference in optimizing for energy and optimizing for performance. We find the partition
that results in the least memory latency, and the partition that results
in the least energy consumption. Fig. 4 shows (Ebr − Ebe )/(Ebr ),
where Ebr is the memory subsystem energy consumption of the partition that results in the least memory latency, and Ebe is the memory
subsystem energy consumption by the partition that results in the least
memory subsystem energy consumption. For the first five benchmarks
(susan—gsm_dec), the number of pages in the footprint were small,
so we could explore all the partitions. For the last six benchmarks
(jpeg—dijkstra), we took the partition found by the OP2A heuristic as
the best partition, as OP2A gives close-to-optimal results in the cases
when we were able to search optimally. The graph essentially plots
the decrease in energy if you choose the best energy partition as your
design point. The decrease in the energy consumption is up to 56%
and on average 32% for this set of benchmarks. In this experiment,
the increase in memory latency was on average 1.7% and 5.8% in the
worst case. It implies that choosing the best energy partition results in
significant energy savings at a minimal loss in performance.
2) Total Processor Power Reduction: In this section, we analyze
the total system power and see how the energy savings achieved by our
algorithm is translated into the total processor energy reduction. Since
we are only considering the data cache, data bus, and data memory, we
assume that the power consumption to access the instruction and data
is the same. This is a very conservative assumption in the sense that the
instruction bus and the instruction memory are not used much since
the instruction cache has very good performance due to its locality.
It should be also noted that we consider the cache of the Intel XScale
which consumes 15% of the processor power; the caches of the several
other embedded processors consume up to 50% of the processor
power. We summarized the memory subsystem power consumption of
the system in Table I. We assume that the Intel XScale core (including
caches) consumes 450 mW [3], [9].
As we described in Section II-C, OP2A heuristic achieves 52%
reduction in memory subsystem energy consumption. According to
our assumption, the power consumption only for the data memory
subsystem is (332.5 + 67.5 + 50)/2 = 225 mW. Thus, we achieve
225 mW ∗ 52% = 117 mW out of 832.5 mW, which is translated to
14% of the whole processor power.

So far, we have seen that HPC is a very effective microarchitectural
technique to reduce the energy consumption of the processor. Another
factor that has a significant impact on the energy consumption is the
HPC configuration. Since the energy consumption per cache access
significantly depends on the cache parameters (i.e., cache size and
associativity), there has been an extensive research on the DSE of
cache parameters aimed at reducing the energy consumption.
In the traditional DSE techniques, e.g., SO DSE, the binary and the
page mapping is kept the same and the binary with the page mapping
is executed on different HPC configurations. This strategy is not useful
for HPC DSE, since it does not make sense to use the same page mapping after changing the HPC parameters. On the other hand, in our CIL
DSE, we use an EXPRESSION processor description [10] which contains information about 1) HPC parameters, 2) the memory subsystem
energy models, and 3) the processor and memory delay models. During
the exploration, the processor information keeps changing along with
the cache parameters. It should be also noted that we do not explore the
design space of different cache line sizes and the replacement policies
since it does not bring significant changes in the energy reduction. We
set the cache line size to be 32 B as in the Intel XScale architecture. In
total, we explore 33 minicache configurations for each benchmark.
We use the OPA page partitioning heuristic and generate binary
executable along with the page mapping. The page mapping specifies
to which cache (main or mini) each data memory page is mapped. The
compiler is tuned to generate page mappings that lead to minimum
memory subsystem energy consumption. The executable and the page
mapping are both fed into a simulator which estimates the runtime and
the energy consumption of the memory subsystem.
B. Scope of Energy Reduction by DSE
We first present experiments to estimate the importance of exploration of HPCs. To this end, we perform exhaustive CIL exploration
of HPC design space and find out the minimum energy HPC design
parameters. The first algorithm in Fig. 6 describes the exhaustive exploration algorithm. The algorithm estimates the energy consumption
for each minicache configuration (line 02) and keeps track of the
minimum energy. The function estimate_energy estimates the energy
consumption for a given minicache size and associativity.
The bars labeled as “32K, 32K + 2K and Exhaust” in Fig. 5
compare the energy consumption of the memory subsystem with three
cache designs, which are normalized to the case when there is a 2-kB
minicache (the Intel XScale configuration).
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TABLE II
OPTIMAL MINICACHE PARAMETERS

We make two important observations from this graph. The first is
that HPC is very effective in reducing the memory subsystem energy
consumption. As compared to not using any minicache, using default
minicache (the default minicache is 2-kB 32-way set associative)
leads to an average of 2X reduction in the energy consumption of
the memory subsystem. The second important observation is that
the energy reduction obtained using HPCs is very sensitive on the
minicache parameters. Exhaustive CIL exploration of the minicache
DSE to find the minimum energy minicache parameters results in
additional 80% energy reduction, thus reducing the energy consumption to just 20% of the case with a 2-kB minicache. This drastic energy
reduction can be explained with Table II. Table II shows the energy
optimal minicache configuration our exhaustive exploration found for
each benchmark. Except for susan and gsm benchmark, the optimal
minicache sizes are more than 2 kB, and this is the first source of the
energy reduction. Since our page mapping technique is able to map
more pages to the minicache, the minicache utilization increases, and
the energy of the memory subsystem is reduced. The second and more
interesting reason is the low associativity. The table suggests that lowassociativity minicaches are good candidates to achieve low-energy solutions. This is because for several of these applications, the increase in
energy is not compensated by the associativity. The energy consumption per access increases with the associativity. Thus, high associativity
is beneficial to the energy consumption only if it is able to reduce the
cache misses drastically and thereby reduce the number of accesses to
the data memory. However, the benchmarks we used are multimedia
applications and there is not much data reuse. Most of the misses in the
caches are not conflict misses but compulsory misses, and the number
of misses is not reduced even though the associativity increases. Thus,
it turns out the default XScale cache configuration overconsumes the
energy with its high associativity, and the minicache configuration
our exhaustive exploration found results in impressive energy
reduction.
C. CIL Exploration Algorithms
The first heuristic we develop for HPC CIL DSE is a pure greedy
algorithm, outlined in Fig. 6. The greedy algorithm first greedily finds
the cache size (lines 02–04), and then greedily finds the associativity
(lines 05–07). The function betterNewConfiguration tells whether the
new minicache parameters result in lower energy consumption than the
old minicache parameters.
The bars labeled as “Greedy” in Fig. 5 plot the energy consumption
when the minicache configuration is chosen by the greedy, normalized
to the energy consumption when the default 32-kB main cache, and
2-kB minicache configuration is used. The plot shows that for most
applications, greedy exploration is able to achieve good results, but
for blowfish, and susan, the greedy exploration is unable to achieve
any energy reduction; in fact, the solution it has found consumes
even more energy than the base configuration. It comes from the
separation of steps to find the cache size and the associativity. Our
greedy exploration heuristic first increases the cache size with the
minimal associativity (direct-mapped). Thus, it stops increasing the
size if a bigger size cache with the minimal associativity is not

Fig. 6.

Exhaustive Exploration Algorithm.

beneficial even though a bigger size cache with higher associativity
brings much more energy reduction. For susan, the greedy heuristic stops its exploration with the configuration of 512 B and twoway set associativity. However, on an average, the greedy CIL HPC
DSE can reduce the energy consumption of the memory subsystem by 50%.
Since our greedy exploration algorithm fails to find the optimal
configuration for some of the benchmarks, we developed a hybrid
algorithm outlined in Fig. 6, to achieve the energy consumption close
to the optimal configurations. The “Hybrid” bars in Fig. 5 plots
the energy consumption when the minicache configuration is chosen
by the hybrid algorithm. When compared to the energy reductions
achieved with the greedy and exhaustive explorations, the graph shows
that the hybrid exploration can always find out the optimal HPC
configuration for our set of benchmarks.
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D. Discussion: Importance of CIL DSE
In this section, we demonstrate that although SO DSE can also find
HPC configurations with lesser memory subsystem energy consumption, it does not do as well as CIL DSE.
We perform SO DSE of HPC design parameters in which we
compile once for the 32 kB/2 kB (i.e., the original XScale cache
configuration) to obtain an executable and the minimum energy page
mapping. While keeping these two the same, we explored all the HPC
configurations to find the HPC design parameters which minimize
the memory subsystem energy consumption. The rightmost bars in
Fig. 5 plots the energy consumption of the HPC configuration found
by the SO DSE, which is normalized to energy consumption of the
32 kB/2 kB configuration. The important observation to make from
this graph is that although even SO DSE can find out HPC configurations which result in on average 57% memory subsystem energy
reduction, CIL DSE is much more effective and can uncover HPC
configurations that result in 70% reduction in the memory subsystem
energy reduction. It should be noted that the overhead of compilation
time in CIL DSE is negligible, because simulation times are several
orders of magnitude more than compilation times.
IV. S UMMARY
HPCs are a simple yet powerful architectural feature of the modern
embedded processors to improve the performance and energy consumption. Existing compilation techniques to exploit the minicache
are complex and concentrate on performance improvements. In this
paper, we proposed and evaluated several data partitioning heuristics
aimed at energy reduction. We showed that simple greedy heuristics
are effective and achieve up to 52% of the possible energy reduction,
and that this trend extends to various cache configurations. Since
the energy reduction obtained using HPCs is very sensitive on the
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HPC design parameters and the compiler has a significant impact on
the energy reduction, we presented a CIL DSE framework to decide
optimal HPC parameters for an application. Our experiments show that
CIL DSE can find HPC design parameters that result in 70% reduction
of the memory subsystem energy consumption, thus motivating for the
need of DSE for HPCs.
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